MARKETING
and
ADVERTISING

MARKETING and ADVERTISING
Your objective with regard to marketing and advertising is to develop
a strategic plan to generate leads.
Marketing is the activity that utilizes all of your resources to direct
your target market to your products or services. Marketing influences
the buying decision at all points of influence and contact.
Special Finance is a sensitive issue for most of your target market and
the manner with which you engage and manage these prospects is
critical. Most successful Special Finance departments will treat their
clients with total respect and sympathy. They understand that they
are there to legitimately help the customer re-establish credit and
provide safe and reliable transportation. With these thoughts in
mind, training your salespeople becomes the most crucial element of
your marketing strategy. This will be the difference that sets you
apart from other so-called Special Finance departments.
Advertising is just fishing for customers!
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Creating Your Own
Marketing Game Plan
Step 1: Decide who you want to target market.
Step 2: Identify where your target market is.
Step 3: Determine the most cost effect way(s) to communicate
to your target market
Step 4: Set a budget.
Step 5: Develop a positioning statement or slogan.
Step 6: Determine your advertising mix.
Step 7: Develop a campaign.
Step 8: Ensure that you have the processes in place to convert
your leads into appointments.
Step 9: Measure and monitor results.
Step 10: Manage your marketing game plan.
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Step 1: Decide who you want to target market.









People who were unemployed for a period of time
People who were off work due to an illness or a disability
People who have gone through a divorce or separation
People who are new to the country
People with previous a bankruptcy/credit proposal
People who have had write offs, collections, judgments
People with slow payment history
People with a high Total Debt Service Ratio (TDSR)

Factors that will influence your decision:
Lender buying depth: Do you have the lender relationships to be able
to satisfy the most severely credit damaged individuals? If you do,
then you can be more aggressive in your target market choices and
your advertising.
Inventory: Are you in the used vehicle game or just dabbling? You
must either carry inventory that will fit lender parameters or be able
to access inventory that fits.
Budget restraints: You must recognize the Special Finance department
as a unique entity just as your new vehicle, used vehicle or service
departments. They all should have an advertising budget. If you do
not allocate a budget to this department, your chances of success are
greatly reduced.
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Step 2: Identify where your target market is.
Identifying where your target market is one of the most challenging
aspects of marketing and advertising. People who have had credit
problems are not necessarily low income earners or from a particular
race, colour, creed, occupation or live in a specific geographic area. As
discussed on the Non-Prime page of the website, the top three
reasons that cause people to have credit issues are:

1. Illness/Disability
2. Job Loss
3. Divorce/Separation
Interesting Statistics from P.I.N. (Power Information Network)










In 2007, the average age of a Canadian used vehicle buyer was
44.
44% of sales were ages 36 - 55
One third were under 35
One fifth were 56 years +
Less than one third were female
Just over 50% were cash transactions
42.2 % were finance transactions
7.1 % were leased

Would you want to find some statistics about your market area?
Give them a call. 1-(800) 947-6988
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Implementing a more surgical approach to advertising will yield better results than a shotgun approach and will save you money in the
long run. To find out where your customers are, successful dealerships utilize some of the tools listed below that allow them to find
where their customers live and then use the most effective advertising mediums to get their marketing message to them. Here are some
great examples:









Canada Post and use GeoPost
Canada Census Information
Expenditure Variables
Demographic Variables
PSYTE Clusters
Print Media Bureau
InfoMap
Private Marketing Agencies

By filtering your market, you now have a much better chance to attract customers you want and your R.O.I. will skyrocket
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Step 3: Determine the most cost effective way to
communicate to your target market.
The following are a list of advertising mediums. Research the cost
for in your area:












Direct mail (Canada Post/newspapers distributions)
Display advertisements in metropolitan/local/rural
newspapers
Billboards
Classified or split ads
Weekly publications
Auto Trader or Auto Mart type magazines
Buy and Sell or similar publications
Your on-line capabilities including “ghost” or “micro sites”
Radio
Television: traditional commercials to infomercials on network/
cable stations
Sponsorships
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Step 4: Set a budget.
You should devote 10% of your gross profit that you are forecasting. There is no doubt that your advertising expense will not be
within budget parameters to begin with so you will have to start
your marketing and advertising strategy with an initial leap of faith.
You will not be able to execute all of your strategies at first, so start
with the basics and then move on to others as you gain experience.
Example: Annual Gross Profit Forecast = $400,000
Advertising Budget:
$ 40,000
Regardless of where you advertise, if you don’t measure and monitor your results, you’re just guessing, which can be financially devastating. Track your leads and where they came from under a specific advertisement or advertising execution. Marketing and advertising is a work in progress.
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Step 5: Develop a positioning statement or slogan.
One of the most common mistakes that dealerships make is to attempt to promote their own franchise brand or identity to attract
credit-challenged customers.

Brand advertising is an advertisement that attaches the dealership
name and can have a small component with a ‘call to action.’

Blind advertising is a separate marketing identity that will allow
your dealership to maintain its own image and allow you to use your
resources to direct customers to your separate Non-Prime identity.
This is known as ‘Ghost/Blind’ branding/marketing.
A slogan is a short phrase that does a lot of work. In just a few words,
it can convey all sorts of information about your business or product.
A memorable slogan can even become part of a culture e.g.: (“You deserve a break today!”).
A good slogan:
1.
2.
3.

Tells your prospects the benefits you offer them.
Shows how you position yourself versus your competitors.
Makes your business memorable to prospective customers.
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Your Unique Selling Position (USP):
Most business people have heard the term ‘Unique Selling Position’ (USP). It is what makes you different from the competition and
how prospects will perceive your message. Ask yourself these questions:
 What is my offer?
 What are you giving in return for the prospect’s time and money?
 Is the offer compelling enough to interest someone?
Here is an example:

See us first!
Access Canada Credit
Professional Credit Experts
Re-establish your credit immediately & drive home!
We’ll set you up with new credit cards
Qualify for our rewards program in just 10 months
Great selection!
Great Prices!
Call
Great Trade-In Allowances!
18558555555
Certified vehicles with
Now
Warranties
and start driving
24 Hr. Road Side Assistance
by tomorrow!
100 + Point Inspection
Exchange Privilege
Complimentary Credit Recovery Manual
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Your Unique Selling Position (USP):
… is how customers will view you and determine your unique selling
position. A few words speaks volumes.

Access Canada Credit
“Getting Canadians driving
and on track again!”
Blind advertising serves one purpose and that is to generate leads.
This can be done by a third party lead generator or you can do it yourself and direct your prospects to a blind website or 800 number. Direct response style advertising works best. Avoid running advertisements like “The Best Deals in Town!” Your advertisements should target your specific market and send a clear and simple message.
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Ghost/Pseudo Sites:
Here are some examples of ‘ghost’ sites that you might want to research for yourself. Some of these sites are owned by dealerships but
they make no reference to the dealership. They are designed to generate leads and a credit application.

driveby5.com
carloanscanada.com
drcredit.ca
1800ownacar.ca
financialfreeway.ca
Using pay-per-click advertising and choosing words and phrases that
will direct your prospects to your credit site is a common practice.

Examples of search words or phrases:







Bad credit auto loans
Auto loans on line
Easy credit
Fast credit
No credit auto loan
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Step 6: Determine your advertising mix.








Direct mail is the medium of choice
Direct 80% of your budget towards marketing your “Blind” brand
Direct 20% towards campaigns with ‘calls to action’
Top performing dealerships will spend over 80% of their budget
allocated to a mix of direct mail and radio but this will vary from
dealership to dealership[
The balance is dedicated to on-line campaigns, referrals, etc.
There is no cookie-cutter model

Most dealerships that have started a marketing game plan to attract
credit-challenged customers will allocate their initial budget towards:





“Ghost” site(s) and on-line capabilities
Credit application on their own website
1-800 and call tracking capabilities
Consulting fees
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Step 7: Develop campaigns.
What is a Call to Action?
The “Offer” is a great deal you have for customers and a “Call to Action” is the close. Thus, the call to action is what you are trying to get
the prospect to do. Often times, we see someone do a great job at
preparing a mailing list and producing a wonderful mail piece with an
outstanding offer, but because their Call to Action is not clear, their
mailing falls on its face. It is not so much that people don't realize
they can call you or visit your website, it's just that unless you actually ask people or tell people what it is they should do, they don't.

The Psychology of the Call to Action:
We've all received pieces of mail that want us to do something. They
are typically covered with slogans such as, “Act Now, supplies are limited, This is a limited time offer, This offer expires soon, This is a once
in a lifetime opportunity” and so on. You probably ask yourself, “Why
do people still use this language in direct mail pieces?” You would
think it would not be effective because everybody can see right
through it. The truth is that these words still increase the response of
any execution. It might be hard to understand why this is the case,
but direct mail tests over and over bear out to be so.
Call to Action phrases speak to people on two levels:
1. On a conscious level
2. On a subconscious level
If you covered the mailer with "ACT NOW" over and over again, the
conscious mind filters it all out as noise. But there it is, still
pumping up the old gullible subconscious.
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Tell them what to do.
Here are some examples:












Worried about getting your credit approved?
Call our Pre-Approval Hot-Line NOW!18885555551
Need a credit card? Call or click here NOW for details…
Regain your confidence.
Get approved from the comfort of your own house or at work.
Call (888) NOW!
If you apply NOW… You could drive today!
For the next 72 hours… it’s 100% APPROVAL GUARANTEED.
Call now or click here.
Do you owe more on your car than you thinks it’s worth?
Call NOW to see how we can help.
We pay your mortgage or rent for 2 months guaranteedCall NOW or click here to see the details.
Get a new car and a new credit card with one visit!
48 hour event. Call now or click here!
Five Million dollars has been secured for this one-time event.
72 hours only! This lender will be on-site and approving loans
while on your test drive. Call now to receive your application #.
Discover 4 secrets that can help you drive your next vehicle in
less than 24 hours… Call 1-888-555-5555.
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Developing your marketing and advertising strategies.
Consider these tips:

















24 hour hotline with a message and ability to take a message
Use WebsitePlus™ from DealerTrack™ to generate leads on other
websites
On-line application form - one that allows you to capture basic
information from them in the event that they lose their courage
or feel it’s too involved
Separate on-line “BLIND” credit site(s) from your main site
Have a separate section to your display advertisements that directs Special Finance customers to action - avoid placing it as a
footer to your ad - Utilize phone numbers with call tracking capabilities to monitor and assess advertising strategies and executions
Change up the ad copy. “Poor Credit? Bad Credit? No Credit?” are
old slogans that still do work. Be careful not to advertise for customers that you don’t want. “Bankrupt in the last 7 years? Come
on down!”
The buying cycle of Special Finance customers can be longer than
normal so they might be seeing your ad 2, 3 or more times before
they act. Changing the copy to add more information or what you
can do for them will stimulate more calls.
Consider a separate color ad that stands alone on a high frequency page. Collect other dealer advertisements to see which
style would suit your dealership the best.
Develop a direct mail campaign with an immediate call to action
Use the “Marketing and Advertising” matrix provided to develop
your unique strategies
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Driving traffic to your site
There are a number of ways to increase the traffic to your website
and we will share some basic tips to get you started. While there are
many options made available to you for attracting online searchers,
including “Pay-Per-Click” or “Search Engine Optimization,” is one of
the simplest and most effective ways to increase online traffic is
through brand name awareness.
Brand name awareness is a long term strategy and depending on the
amount of exposure consumers or prospective auto buyers receive,
you can expect to significantly increase your brand name awareness,
recognition, familiarity, trust and ultimately traffic to your auto dealership website.
So, if you are actively pursuing an increase in your website traffic,
simply make your web address easy to find, easy to read, and easy to
remember using the following strategies and examples. Ultimately,
you will need to speak with a professional consultant. Interpreting an
execution and proceeding with incompetence is this quickest route to
failure and can cost your dearly.
There are three basic ways to drive more traffic to your website:

1. Advertising it through traditional mediums
2. Paid search engines (pay-per-click)
3. Free search engines
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1. Advertising it through traditional mediums
PRINT ADS: Your print ad is still one of the best sources for directng traffic to your website. Whether you are running ads in news
papers or auto publications, you can get more for your dollar. Try
placing your website address at the top of the ad, centered, bold,
and in larger letters. Offer an incentive to your readers to visit
your website like an Online Coupon. Use a tagline like “Need Financing? No Problem. Visit Us Online!” or “See Color Photos of
Your Choice of Cars. Visit Us Online!”
STATIONERY: All of your stationery items including letterhead, receipts, contractual agreements, invoices, business cards, correspondence memos and more should have your auto web address
printed on it.
LICENSE PLATE FRAMES: On your next order of license plate
frames, why not redesign them to include your dealership’s web
address? Center the web address as large as possible. If you find
yourself short on space, drop the www.
STORE SIGNS: Enhance the sign board you have on your dealer
ship. Add your web address to your message offering drive-by
prospects, off hour and weekend traffic an alternative to your
dealership’s physical location.
WINDOW STICKERS: Assist those who are walking your lot during
off hours or on Sundays by putting your dealership website address on your Window Stickers. You can be creative and add a
line like “For pictures and other details, visit us online at:”
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MOVING BILLBOARDS: Do you offer a loaner or shuttle service
to your service department clients? Why not add your web address on your loaners and shuttles in big bold letters turning your
vehicles into billboards on wheels
WAITING AREA: Your waiting room or sitting area is a great place
to outline the benefits of visiting your dealership online.
E-MAIL SIGNATURE LINES: Ask everyone in the office to use the
“signature” option in their email communication. Don’t forget to
include your dealership’s web address as part the signature along
with your company’s phone, address and hours of operation.
PROMO ITEMS: What are some of your customer’s favorite promotional materials? Key chains, calendars, pens, hats, etc.?
INVENTORY: Your inventory includes literally hundreds if not
thousands of vehicles. Try displaying clear stickers with your web
address on the trunk or the rear windshield of every vehicle on
your lot. Chances are, your buyers will leave these stickers on
their cars.
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Some terms and definitions:
Keywords and Search Engines
When people ‘surf the net,’ how do they get to a page that matches
their request? The internet is a library of information and the search
engines are the librarians. If you wanted to know more about geese
while at the library, the librarian would direct you to the Science and
Nature section. If you wanted to know about the migration patterns
of the Canada goose, the librarian would direct you to a selection of
specific books that could possibly contain the information that you
want. This is precisely what on-line search engines do for people.
Recent data from AOL shows that a staggering 90 percent of web
searchers click on the first page of results. These statistics will vary
with each search engine however, consider which page you click on
when you are surfing the net.

Paid Search Engines (pay-per-click)
More and more dealerships are experimenting with pay-per-click advertising that is run on search engines such as Google Adwords and
Yahoo Search Marketing. It works by making a bid and you pay for
each customer that actually clicks on your ad and comes to your website. This does not guarantee that the customer will buy from you or
even submit a credit application however, it does significantly increase the probability that a customer will visit your website. A
search result will yield two types of sites:
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1.

2.

a sponsored site that you see at the top or at the side of the
search results page (these are the sites that advertisers paid for
PPC)
a list of sites that are highly ranked by the search engine.
(Google, Yahoo, AOL etc.) . These sites are the ones that people
use with more frequency as people are starting to understand
how search engines work. They believe that the non-sponsored
sites must be the ones that most people are using with frequency
and so they will usually click on those as opposed to the sponsored sites.

Pay-Per-Click (PPC) software is available that allows you to monitor
the activity to ensure a justifiable return ion investment. Most of
these software applications allow the user to specify their maximum
bid, optimal position and the interval of time between checking these
bids.

For Google: go to https://adwords.google.com
For Yahoo or MSN: go to http://www.content.overture.com
3. Free Search Engines and Optimization
Register your website with search engines. The process is relatively
simple and in most cases, your internet solution provider will do this
for you.
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Keywords and Phrases
When setting up your ‘spider web,’ you will need to be familiar with
the keywords and phrases that each marketing service utilizes. Keywords and phrases are the words that people type in their search box
that matches your keyword or phrase list that you have provided or
entered on your search page of your website. You will want your website or web page to appear at the top or near the top or the search results page.

Optimization
To achieve these results is not an overnight task but rather a work in
progress. The sooner you start, the sooner your website will start to
move up a search result’s page. Your website needs to be search engine friendly. When your web developer creates an optimized website, he/she must first complete a ‘keyword’ analysis. This analysis
will identify the keywords that your target customers are most likely
to type when they search for your product. The number of keywords
that your site will be optimized for will depend on the size of your
website and can consist of a dozen of words to several hundred. This
process is performed by software and calculates the actual number of
times a keyword or phrase is searched every month.
Increase your results by implementing the following strategies:




Links to other sites and links from other sites to yours
Video
Fresh material, articles and news
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Step 8: Ensure that you have a solid and proven sales
process
Somewhat like the telephone inquiry, people will use e-mail making
reference to:







Availability
Pricing information
Further details regarding advertisements
Trade value
Price quotes (sometimes best price)

Many dealerships become frustrated and give up on e-leads because
they experience a low appointment rate. This is precisely where most
dealerships fail at developing their on-line capabilities.

Before you start responding to any leads,
acquire the training necessary to ensure
that you generate more appointments
and get those appointments to show!
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Step 9: Measure your results
You can’t manage what you can’t measure and monitor. Having information and statistics flow to you will allow you to make better decisions.
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Step 10: Manage your marketing game plan.












Information allows you to make better decisions.
Analyze the results and identify trends.
Make assumptions based on the results, calculations, and identified trends.
Identify gaps between the results, benchmarks and objectives.
(Did you accomplish your objective? How close were you?)
Identify and relate those gaps to website design and strategy
weaknesses.
Identify the results that exceed your objectives (Why was it so
successful? Can you apply that design technique or strategy to
the weaker areas?).
Knowing where leads came from allows you to make better advertising decision.
Knowing which vehicles get hit and with what frequency allows
you to make better pricing decisions and manage your inventory
better.
Placing all leads into a CRM allows you to measure your sales
people’s effectiveness.
Who needs more training, coaching or practice?
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